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O R G A N I K A
L I F E S T Y L E  C E N T E R

We are a leading quality-oriented Customized manufacturer of
Motorcycle Gear (Jackets, Pants & Gloves) and highly fashioned

Casual Leather Jackets & Gloves.
We are supplying to different buyers in Europe and USA on regular

basis. 
In Motorcycle gear, we have a specialty of Motorcycle Leather

Gloves, Motorcycle Leather Jackets and Pants, piece leather suits,
Cardura Jackets, Kevlar pants, Safety Jacket and Pant, Ski Gloves,
highly Fashioned Casual Leather Jackets, etc.  Other than we have

also a specialty in Fashioned Jackets for Men & Ladies. 
In leather, we have sheep, goat, cow, buffalo, full-grain process

quality, semi and full aniline process quality, and also other artificial
leather qualities.

We also use a lot of qualities to make the product more durable. All
of these materials were imported from England and Italy. A few

qualities which we use are Amozone Flex, Aqua-Dry, Aqua Fit, Aqua
Shell, Clarino, Hypora, Kevlar, Amara, Silver plus, Gore-Tex,

Cardura, Teflon, Coolmax Fabric, Air Guard, Aramid Ceramic, inner
body fur, etc.

We always stand behind at our products which we produce. Because
we know very well that if our services and our product quality will

not meet to your standards then we cannot get next business.
Therefore for long term business relations, Buyer’s satisfaction is our

success!!!!! 
This proves our honesty and hard work due to which we are doing

business with our existing Buyers from last 20 years.
 You are requested please first make samples from us and after its

review, then you have to decide to make business relations with us.

Company's 
 Introduction



Genuine soft PURE Napa
Leather Jeans.

Custom Made as per your
style and size.

5 pocket Jeans style, with
antique silver (pewter)

rivets and metal buttons.
Due to nature of Pure

leather material (available
in small pieces) there 

will be 1 joint on the leg
which actually increases
the beauty of the jeans.
You can get the fit you

want by giving the Thigh,
Knee and Leg Bottom 

measurements
accordingly.

e.g.: To attain a Bootcut fit
give the leg bottom

measurements about 
1.5 or more inches than the

knees, For a tapering fit
the Leg bottom is 

lesser than the knee, for a
baggy fit the Thighs are

more etc.

P R O D U C T
D E S C R I P T I O N :

# 647 LEATHER PANT





You can get the fit you
want by giving the

Thigh, Knee and Leg
Bottom 

measurements
accordingly.

e.g.: To attain a
Bootcut fit give the leg
bottom measurements

about 1.5 
or more inches than

the knees, For a
tapering fit the Leg

bottom is lesser 
than the knee, for a
baggy fit the Thighs

are more etc.
 

Note: We are only
accepting FIX i.e.

Finished
measurements and

not body 
measurements for the

Thighs and Knees.

P R O D U C T  D E S C R I P T I O N :

# 909 LEATHER PANT







You can get the fit you want
by giving the Thigh, Knee

and Leg Bottom 
measurements accordingly.
e.g.: To attain a Bootcut fit

give the leg bottom
measurements about 

1.5 or more inches than the
knees, For a tapering fit the

Leg bottom is 
lesser than the knee, for a

baggy fit the Thighs are
more etc.

This is an introductory price
for our Leather Jeans.

 
Note: We are only accepting

FIX i.e. Finished
measurements and not 

body measurements for the
Thighs and Knees.

# ADVENTURE LEATHER PANT

P R O D U C T  D E S C R I P T I O N :







P R O D U C T
D E S C R I P T I O N :

#1BIKER LEATHER PANTS

Genuine soft PURE Napa
Leather Jeans.

Custom Made as per
your style and size.

Antique finish rivets and
metal buttons.

Rear Jeans Pockets,
Zipper on inside Leg

Bottom.
 

You can get the fit you
want by giving the

Thigh, Knee and Leg
Bottom 

measurements
accordingly.

e.g.: To attain a Bootcut
fit give the leg bottom
measurements about 

1.5 or more inches than
the knees, For a tapering

fit the Leg bottom 
is lesser than the knee,

for a baggy fit the Thighs
are more etc.

This is an introductory
price for our Leather

Jeans.





P R O D U C T
D E S C R I P T I O N :

#2 JIM LEATHER PANT

Custom Made as per your
style and size.

You can get the fit you
want by giving the Thigh,

Knee and Leg Bottom
measurements

accordingly. e.g.: To
attain a Bootcut fit give

the leg bottom
measurements about 1.5
or more inches than the
knees, For a tapering fit
the Leg bottom is lesser

than the knee, for a
baggy fit the Thighs are

more etc.





P R O D U C T
D E S C R I P T I O N :

#111 LEATHER PANT

You can get the fit
you want by giving
the Thigh, Knee and

Leg Bottom 
measurements

accordingly.
e.g.: To attain a

Bootcut fit give the leg
bottom

measurements about 
1.5 or more inches

than the knees, For a
tapering fit the Leg

bottom 
is lesser than the

knee, for a baggy fit
the Thighs are more

etc.

Note: We are only
accepting FIX i.e.

Finished
measurements and

not 
body measurements

for the Thighs and
Knees.



P R O D U C T
D E S C R I P T I O N :

#222 LEATHER PANT

Genuine soft PURE Napa
Leather Pants.

Custom Made as per your size.
 

You can get the fit you want
by giving the Thigh, Knee and 

Leg Bottom measurements
accordingly.

e.g.: To attain a Bootcut fit
give the leg bottom

measurements about 
1.5 or more inches than the
knees, For a tapering fit the

Leg bottom is 
lesser than the knee, for a

baggy fit the Thighs are more
etc.

This is an introductory price
for our Leather Pant.

 
Note: We are only accepting

FIX i.e. Finished
measurements and not body 
measurements for the Thighs

and Knees.



Genuine soft PURE Napa Leather
Jeans.

Custom Made as per your style
and size.

You can get the fit you want by
giving the Thigh, Knee and Leg

Bottom 
measurements accordingly.

e.g.: To attain a Bootcut fit give
the leg bottom measurements

about 1.5 
or more inches than the knees,

For a tapering fit the Leg bottom
is lesser than 

the knee, for a baggy fit the
Thighs are more etc.

This is an introductory price for
our Leather Jeans.

 
Note: We are only accepting FIX
i.e. Finished measurements and

not body 
measurements for the Thighs and

Knees.
Picture represents style which
will be applied to your jeans.

P R O D U C T
D E S C R I P T I O N :

#507 LEATHER PANT



P R O D U C T  D E S C R I P T I O N :

#520 LEATHER PANT

Made using 100% Pure Napa
Leather, these pants can be

made as per your
measurements.

You can get the fit you want
by giving the Thigh, Knee

and Leg Bottom
measurements 

accordingly.
e.g.: To attain a Bootcut fit

give the leg bottom
measurements about 1.5 or

more inches 
than the knees, For a

tapering fit the Leg bottom is
lesser than the knee, for a

baggy 
fit the Thighs are more etc.

Note: We are only accepting
FIX i.e. Finished

measurements and not body
measurements 

for the Thighs and Knees.



P R O D U C T  D E S C R I P T I O N :

#555 LEATHER PANT

Genuine soft PURE Napa Leather
Jeans.

Custom Made as per your style
and size.

Antique finish rivets and metal
buttons.

Rear Jeans Pockets, Zipper on
inside Leg Bottom.

 
You can get the fit you want by

giving the Thigh, Knee and 
Leg Bottom measurements

accordingly.
e.g: To attain a Bootcut fit give the
leg bottom measurements about 
1.5 or more inches than the knees,
For a tapering fit the Leg bottom is 
lesser than the knee, for a baggy

fit the Thighs are more etc.





P R O D U C T  D E S C R I P T I O N :

#607 LEATHER PANT

Made using 100% Pure Napa
Leather, these jeans can be

made as 
per your measurements.

You can get the fit you want
by giving the Thigh, Knee and

Leg 
Bottom measurements

accordingly.
e.g.: To attain a Bootcut fit

give the leg bottom
measurements about 

1.5 or more inches than the
knees, For a tapering fit the

Leg bottom is 
lesser than the knee, for a

baggy fit the Thighs are more
etc.

Note: We are only accepting
FIX i.e. Finished

measurements and not body
measurements for the Thighs

and Knees.





P R O D U C T  D E S C R I P T I O N :

#707 LEATHER PANTS

Made using 100% Pure Napa
Leather, these jeans can be 

made as per your
measurements.

 
You can get the fit you want by
giving the Thigh, Knee and Leg

Bottom 
measurements accordingly.

e.g.: To attain a Bootcut fit give
the leg bottom measurements

about 1.5 or more 
inches than the knees, For a

tapering fit the Leg bottom is
lesser than the knee, 

for a baggy fit the Thighs are
more etc.

 
Note: We are only accepting FIX
i.e. Finished measurements and

not body measurements 
for the Thighs and Knees.



P R O D U C T  D E S C R I P T I O N :

#747 LEATHER PANT

Custom Made as per your
size.

 
You can get the fit you

want by giving the Thigh,
Knee and Leg Bottom 

measurements
accordingly: To attain a
Bootcut fit give the leg
bottom measurements

about 1.5 or more inches
than the knees, For a

tapering fit the Leg bottom
is lesser than the knee, for
a baggy fit the Thighs are

more etc. This is an
introductory price for our

Leather Jeans.
 

Note: We are only
accepting FIX i.e. Finished

measurements and not
body measurements for
the Thighs and Knees.





P R O D U C T  D E S C R I P T I O N :

#919 LEATHER PANT

Made using 100% Pure
Napa Leather, these jeans

can be made as per 
your measurements.

You can get the fit you want
by giving the Thigh, Knee

and Leg Bottom
measurements accordingly.
e.g.: To attain a Bootcut fit

give the leg bottom
measurements about 1.5 or
more inches than the knees,

For a tapering fit the Leg
bottom is lesser than the
knee, for a baggy fit the

Thighs are more etc.
Note: We are only accepting

FIX i.e. Finished
measurements and not

body measurements for the
Thighs and Knees.



P R O D U C T  D E S C R I P T I O N

#999 HOT LEATHER PANT

Made using 100% Pure
Napa Leather, these

pants can be 
made as per your

measurements.
You can get the fit you

want by giving the
Thigh, Knee and Leg

,Bottom
measurements

accordingly.
e.g.: To attain a

Bootcut fit give the leg
bottom measurements

about 1.5 or more
inches than the knees,
For a tapering fit the
Leg bottom is lesser
than the knee, for a
baggy fit the Thighs

are more etc.
Note: We are only
accepting FIX i.e.

Finished
measurements and not

body measurements
for the Thighs and

Knees





P R O D U C T  D E S C R I P T I O N :

#ROUGH RIDER LEATHER PANT

You can get the fit you
want by giving the Thigh,

Knee and 
Leg Bottom measurements

accordingly.
e.g.: To attain a Bootcut fit

give the leg bottom
measurements about 1.5 or 

more inches than the
knees, For a tapering fit
the Leg bottom is lesser

than the knee, 
for a baggy fit the Thighs

are more etc.
This is an introductory

price for our Leather Jeans





P R O D U C T  D E S C R I P T I O N :

#THRILL LEATHER BIKER JEANS

You can get the fit you
want by giving the Thigh,

Knee and 
Leg Bottom measurements

accordingly.
e.g.: To attain a Bootcut fit

give the leg bottom
measurements about 1.5 or

more inches than the
knees, For a tapering fit
the Leg bottom is lesser

than the knee, for a baggy
fit the Thighs are more etc.

This is an introductory
price for our Leather

Jeans.





P R O D U C T  D E S C R I P T I O N :

#XXX LEATHER PANT

You can get the fit you want
by giving the Thigh, Knee

and 
Leg Bottom measurements

accordingly.
e.g.: To attain a Bootcut fit

give the leg bottom
measurements about 1.5 or
more inches than the knees,

For a tapering fit the Leg
bottom is lesser than the
knee, for a baggy fit the

Thighs are more etc.
This is an introductory price

for our Leather Jeans.
 

Note: We are only accepting
FIX i.e. Finished

measurements and not body
measurements for the Thighs

and Knees.





P R O D U C T S  N A M E S :

888 LEATHER PANT

Made using 100% Pure Napa
Leather, these jeans can be 

made as per your
measurements.

 
You can get the fit you want

by giving the Thigh, Knee
and 

Leg Bottom measurements
accordingly.

e.g.: To attain a Bootcut fit
give the leg bottom

measurements 
about 1.5 or more inches

than the knees, For a
tapering fit the 

Leg bottom is lesser than the
knee, for a baggy fit the

Thighs are more etc.
 

Note: We are only accepting
FIX i.e. Finished

measurements and not body 
measurements for the

Thighs and Knees.



P R O D U C T S  N A M E S :

JIM LEATHER PANT

Genuine soft PURE Napa
Leather Pants.

Custom Made as per your
style and size.

 
You can get the fit you

want by giving the Thigh,
Knee and Leg 

Bottom measurements
accordingly.

e.g.: To attain a Bootcut fit
give the leg bottom

measurements 
about 1.5 or more inches

than the knees, For a
tapering fit the 

Leg bottom is lesser than
the knee, for a baggy fit

the Thighs 





P R O D U C T S  N A M E S :

MOTO RALLY

Genuine soft PURE Napa
Leather Jeans.

Custom Made as per your
style and size.

You can get the fit you
want by giving the Thigh,

Knee and 
Leg Bottom

measurements
accordingly.

e.g.: To attain a Bootcut
fit give the leg bottom

measurements 
about 1.5 or more inches

than the knees, For a
tapering fit the 

Leg bottom is lesser than
the knee, for a baggy fit
the Thighs are more etc.
This is an introductory
price for our Leather

Jeans.
 

Note: We are only
accepting FIX i.e. Finished

measurements and not
body 

measurements for the
Thighs and Knees.






